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ABSTRACT
We study in the double scaling limit the two-matrix model which represents the sum over
closed and open random surfaces coupled to an Ising model. The boundary conditions
are characterized by the fact that the Ising spins sitting at the vertices of the boundaries
are all in the same state. We obtain the string equation.
Since the discovery of the double scaling limit1, important progress has been
achieved in the understanding of open-closed string theories in (p, q) conformal
minimal model backgrounds.
We have now a complete coherent description of the (2m− 1, 2) conformal mini-
mal models coupled to 2D gravity. These theories are described by the KdV hierar-
chy associated with the lie algebra sl(2, C). Starting with the usual one-hermitian-
matrix model1, which describes the sum over closed surfaces, one finds that the KdV
flow equations organize the operator structure of the (2m− 1, 2) theories. Supply-
ing “initial conditions” given by the string equation yields a complete description
of closed string theories in the (2m− 1, 2) backgrounds.
The operator content of the theories is fully understood. Indeed, the infinite number
of operators found by BRST analysis in the Liouville description2is also present in
the KdV formulation. The remaining KdV flows are identified studying the macro-
scopic loops3,4,5. They correspond to boundary operators4 (the boundary length
and the infinite number of operators associated with it). The KdV hierarchy as-
sociated to sl(2, C) is thus the good framework to describe both closed and open
string theories in (2m− 1, 2) conformal minimal backgrounds.
Moreover, a direct study of the one-hermitian-matrix model supplemented with a
logarithmic potential6– having the effect of adding surfaces with boundaries of finite
extent in the partition function– has been performed in the double scaling limit7.
This leads to the generalization of the previous string equation to the case of a
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non-zero open string coupling.
Finally, it has been shown8 that the sl(2, C) mKdV models are a different descrip-
tion of the same open-closed string theories.
The description of the general (p,q) modelsa coupled to 2D gravity is much
more involved. Closed string theories in these backgrounds have been studied.
They are realized in terms of multi-matrix models and are characterized in the
double scaling limit by the generalized KdV hierarchies 9,10,11. For a given q the
sl(q, C) KdV hierarchy organizes the operator structure of the theory. Once more,
the spectrum of the theory contains the operators found in the Liouville description
but some remaining flows no longer admit an interpretation in terms of boundary
operators4. Furthermore, the sl(q, C) KdV hierarchy does not allow a description
of the boundary length.
Related to this problem is the issue of finding a string equation describing open
string theories in (p, q) backgrounds. In this case, when surfaces with boundaries
of finite extent are added to the partition sum, one has to pay attention to the
boundary problem. There are indeed q − 1 order parameters in the theory and the
boundary conditions associated with them have to be fixed.
Recently a string equation for general open string theories in (p, q) backgrounds
has been derived by Johnson 12 in the integrable model framework. This equation
is obtained by studying the sl(q, C) generalization of a mapping which transforms
the sl(2, C) τ -function characterizing the closed case into the sl(2, C) τ -function of
the open case. However by making use of the beautiful underlying mathematical
structure and bypassing the matrix model route some physical informations are lost.
It is very hard to know what are the boundary conditions associated with the string
equation.
This talk is concerned with the boundary condition problem. Starting with the
discrete formulation, I work out an explicit example: the open string theory in the
(4, 3) conformal background with fixed boundary conditions. In the spirit of ref.[7],
using the orthogonal polynomial method, I perform the double scaling limit on the
two-matrix model which represents the sum over closed and open random surfaces
coupled to an Ising model (IM). The boundary conditions are characterized by the
fact that the Ising spins sitting at the vertices of the boundaries are all in the same
state. Here I present only the results and refer the reader to ref.[20] for more details.
The model is given by the following two-matrix model: F = lnZ
Z =
∫
DM1DM2 exp (−
N
g
TrV (M1,M2)) (1)
where V is the asymmetrical potential:
V (M1,M2) =
1
2
M21 −
1
4
M41 +
1
2
M22 −
1
4
M42 − cM1M2 + γ ln(1 − e
µM21 ) (2)
When γ = 0, F corresponds to the sum over closed surfaces coupled to an Ising
model13. The two N × N hermitian matrices M1,M2 are used to represent the
a We consider p > q .
two spin states. The parameter g is related to the bulk cosmological constant and
N is the closed string coupling. The solution of the model in this case is well-
known14,15,16.
When γ 6= 0 the logarithmic potential has the effect of adding surfaces with arbitrary
boundaries of finite extent to the partition function6,7. In this case, F represents
the sum over closed and open triangulated surfaces with the Ising spins sitting at
the vertices of the boundaries all in the same state (e.g. all up). The parameter γ is
the open string coupling. In the continuum limit µ will correspond to the parameter
which couples to the boundary length as well as the parameter which couples to the
boundary magnetization (there is no way to distinguish them in this model).
The model can be solved non-perturbatively using the well-known orthogonal
polynomial method17. The string equation found in the double scaling limit is given
by:
G2w′′ − 3uw = 27ΓGR0(z,M) (3)
6
5
[
1
3
u3 +
8
(12)2
G4u(4) −
1
2
G2u′′u−
1
4
G2(u′)2 + w2] = z
+
54
5
G2Γ[2R1(z,M)−R
′
0(z,M)] (4)
where z is the continuum bulk cosmological constant, G is the renormalized closed
string coupling, Γ is the renormalized open string coupling and d
2
dz2
F = − 1
G2
u(z).
The Z2 breaking field w is proportional to 〈1σ〉. R0(z,M) is the resolvent and
R1(z,M) is the first jet of the resolvent
18 associated with the operator L = G3∂3z −
3
4G{u, ∂}+
3
2w , to wit:
R0(z,M) ≡ 〈z |
1
M + L
| z〉 (5)
R1(z,M) ≡ ∂z˜〈z |
1
M + L
| z˜〉
∣∣∣∣
z˜=z
(6)
The constant M , which comes from the bare parameter µ, is the renormalized
boundary magnetization constant.
Now, using the Adler mapping18, we compute a system of two equations for the
resolvent R0 and the first jet R1. The result is:
−G3(2R1 −R
′
0)
(3) +
3
4
Gu′(2R1 −R
′
0) +
3
2
Gu(2R1 −R
′
0)
′
= 3w′R0 +
9
2
wR′0 + 3MR
′
0 (7)
1
9
G4R
(5)
0 −
5
6
G2uR
(3)
0 −
5
4
G2u′R
(2)
0 − (
3
4
G2u′′ − u2)R′0 − (
1
6
G2u(3) − uu′)R0
=
1
2
Gw′(2R1 −R
′
0) +
3
2
Gw(2R1 −R
′
0)
′ +GM(2R1 −R
′
0)
′ (8)
We then multiply eq.(7) by G(2R1−R
′
0) and add to it eq.(8) multiplied by 3R0.
It gives us a total differential which integrated once with respect to z leads to:
3
4
G2uT 2 −G4[TT (2) −
1
2
(T ′)2] +
1
3
G4[R0R
(4)
0 −R
′
0R
(3)
0 ]
+
1
6
G4(R′′0 )
2 −
5
2
G2uR0R
(2)
0 −
5
4
G2[u′R0R
′
0 − u(R
′
0)
2]
−
1
2
G2u(2)R20 +
3
2
u2R20 − 3GTR0(M +
3
2
w) =
2
3
G−2 (9)
where T ≡ 2R1 −R
′
0.
We have fixed the integration constant using the fact thatR0(u=w=0) =
1
3G
−1M−
2
3
and R1(u=w=0) = −
1
3G
−2M−
1
3 .
The model (1) is thus completely solved in the double scaling limit. The solution
is given by eqs.(3), (4) and (9). The results obtained here are compatible with those
of ref.[12]. They confirm also that the sl(3, C) mKdV models are an equivalent
description of open string theories in (p,3) backgrounds19.
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